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Task:

Goal:

Behavior:

Find a Service (Person)

Find a person to haul away materials that you cannot leagally dispose of in your 

city trash.

You want to find someone that will environmentally conscience when disposing of 

these materials.

High on extroversion dimension who want to connect to thought provoking info 

through others.
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High-Content Wireframe
By selecting the link with location text located next to the logo a user can narrow their search by adding their state and/or city. Instead of taking 

Users to another page I choose to have a pop-up box appear. 



High-Content Wireframe
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High-Content Wireframe
The drop-down menu causes the pop-up window to expand so more options are revealed and less scrolling is necessary. A faded green bar is 

used to highlight the selected city.



High-Content Wireframe
This is how the form looks before the user hits submit.



High-Content Wireframe
This page shows the most current posts for Lansing, Michigan in all categories. The color of the stars reflects the category coloring observed in the 
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show that the rating is related to the poster and not the individual post. The posts are sorted by Date here but they can also be sorted by rating. The
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High-Content Wireframe
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button.



High-Content Wireframe
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the user can see where they are located on the site. The stars match the breadcrumbs bar to reinforce the category page they are on. The naviga-

tion has changed to show which cateogry the user is in. The other category buttons retain their color in the text so users do not become unfamilar 
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High-Content Wireframe
This page demonstrates that the posts listing can be viewed by rating instead of date. This page of listings has the least amount of information 

compared to the others shown above. The breadcrumbs bar shows which cateogry / sub-category the user in. Therefore, it is unnecessary to list 

the same information again for each post.



High-Content Wireframe
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allowing the user to connect with the poster since my persona wants to achieve their task and goal by interacting with others. The last new element 
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High-Content Wireframe
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High-Content Wireframe
The login window is styled the same as the other  windows to maintain consitancy. Like the other windows, the main page gets grayed out as to 

draw focus to the pop-up window. I choose to use a pop-up window instead of a new page to save users from having to go back and located the 

page they had been on. Below the fields for Username and Password are two links to help those users who have forgotten one of their login 

credentials. I choose to use two sepearate links to save the user clicks. The sumbit button for the login screen is labeled login to cut down on the 

time it takes a user to understand what the button is for. 



High-Content Wireframe
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case by case basis how much information to give out.
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and the green in the Logo.


